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Portfolio Concentration
You also want to deter-
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portfolio concentration, which is
the percentage of the fund's
assets invested in its top 10 secu-
rit ies. A concentrated fund may
have 500/o or more of its assets
invested in its top 10 holdings; a
more diversi f ied fund may l imi t
its top 10 holdings to no more
than 300/o of its assets. Fabian
favors mutual funds that invest
solely in equities. "I don't believe
in using bonds as a salery net or
risk reducer," he says. "If in-
vestors understand their risk
level and stay within their risk para-
meters, being fully invested in equi-
ties allows the ability to achieve long-
term personal investment goals more
quickly than simply following a t)?i-
cal asset allocation model."

Cash Position
"e A mutual  fund's cash posi-

' , tion plays a vital role in its
overall performance, and there are
many reasons why the level of cash
fluctuates. Fund managers vary the
fund's cash position depending on
market conditions and investment
opportunities. Many hold a small por-
tion of the fund's assets in cash as a
matter of policy to meet redemption
criteria. Sometimes fund managers
accumulate more cash than they
would like because they cannot invest
incoming assets fast enough. Holding
cash is not an issue for index funds,
which are fully invested always.

Turnover Rate
A mutual fund's turnover
rate is an indicator of how

or sell a fund. In general, the higher
the fund's turnover rate, the greater
the effect brokerage commissions and
other transaction costs wiII have on its
returns. Funds with high turnover
rates tend to generate capital gains,
which means investors have to pay
taxes if their shares are in a taxable
account. But high turnover rates
aren' t  a lways a bad thing. "Low
fumover may be advantageous for tax
ramiflcations, but it also demonstrates
a manager's reluctance to sell under-
performing stocks to the detriment of
shareholders,"  says Fabian. "High
turnover could lead to greater tax
ramifications, but not al1 the time.
Actually, high turnover can lead to a
lower tax bill if a manager is good at
balancing out his winners and losers.
Therefore, turnover is not an impor-
tant criteria for investors looking to
put new money to work."

Comfort 0uotient
After you have interpreted a
mutual fund's annual reporl

wil l need to determine whether the
fund looks like a good investment for
you. Here are some questions to ask:

Does the fund's object ive match
your investing goals?

Were the fund's objectives as stated
in the prospectus met? If not, are you
comfoftable with the management's
explanat ion lor  the shortcoming?

Does the fund's performance justiff
its risks?

What will be the tax consequences
ol selling shares of the fund?

The mutuai fund annual report is a
key to unlocking the answers to these
questions. An investor who knows
how to interpret the information in an
annual repoft and compare it with the
mutual fund prospectus is well-pre-
pared to assess the strategies, risks,
and performance of a mutual fund-
and can sieep well at night with the
knowledge that the mutual fund's
objectives are commensurate with the
investor's goals. r

Diana Ascher is the ossociate editor
of On Tnrresi- ind

"BETA lS ONE of the most misused risk measurements in the investment world."
declares Douglas Fabian, president of Fabian Investment Resources. "Every fund's
beta, no matter its objective, is based on the SftP 500, which may not be the prop-
er benchmark to judge a fund by." R-squared is a better risk measurement, but it
may be hard for the individual investor to understand. "The r-squared gives you
an idea of  the fund's correlat ion wi th a benchmark,  usual ly the SftP 500,"  says
Russel Kinnel, director of fund analysis at Chicago-based Morningstar, Inc., "essen-
t ia l ly  te l l ing you how closely the lmutual  fund's]  performance is explained by the
SftP 500." An r-squared of 1 indicates that all or most of the moves in the mutu-
al fund can be explained by moves in the broad market. Knowing the r-squared of
a mutual  fund can help you in a couple of  ways: l f  you bought a fund because you
wanted to be simi lar  to the S€tP 500, you want a high r-squared; i f  you bought a
fund to be very different from the SftP 500, you want a very low r-squared.

Fabian prefers a risk-assessment tool he calls drawdown-how much a fund loses
or gives up from its peak price to its trough. "Risk needs to be measured only on the
downside, not upside, and both beta and r-squared incorporate equal  amountsof
upside gain and downside loss in their  measurement of  r isk,"  says Fabian.

Together these risk-assessment tools can give you a handle on how close a mutual
fund's behavior is t ied to the market and what its risk-adjusted performance is. Once
you find your comfort quotient, you can invest confidently. -DA

frequently securities are bought or and compared it with the investment
so1d, but it may not be a reason to buy objective stated in its prospectus, you
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